Heinzen’s Romaine Segment Cutter is a Reliable, Efficient and Profitable Addition to Your Processing Facility.

**FEATURES**

- Innovative Channelized™ Stainless Steel Construction
- 7,200 lbs./hr.
- 17 Blades = 24” Cutting Width, 1½” wide cuts. Other cut widths available.
- Removable stripper and product guide assembly.
- Each space between the blades can be set to direct acceptable or defective product.
- Solenoid controlled spray nozzles lubricate blades.
- Hold-down conveyor for even, consistent cuts.

**OPTIONS**

- Cull conveyor can run to the front or rear of the machine.
- Custom blade mandrel assembles with different cuts widths and number of blades.

**PRODUCTS**

- Whole Head Romaine